Wheelchair Accessible Routes Around Georgetown’s Campus

**Leavey Center**
Take the ramp from Red Square past Reiss. The elevator is located on the right side of the clock tower, just past the Leavey stairway. This provides access to the bridge leading to the main entrance.

**Reiss**
Upper level entrance has a ramp on the side of the building closest to the Leavey Center. Elevators are inside near the center of the building.

**White-Gravenor**
The wheelchair entrance to White Gravenor is on the east side of the building, near the fish pond. Elevator is located to the right upon entering the building. Head to the 2nd floor or above for classrooms. Admissions office is on the first floor. The Office of the Registrar is at the far end of the ground floor corridor, which is the level you will enter onto through the wheelchair accessible entrance. Push the buzzer marked with the wheelchair decal and a staff member will open the door to the office.

**Healy/Gaston/Maguire (3 possible entrances)**
1) Accessible via the southern entrance to Maguire/Healy Hall. The entrance is a small door located across from Village A and Lauinger library. Take the elevator from the first floor. Exit the elevator and follow the signs to the right to the first floor of Maguire Hall. From the first floor hallway, proceed along the corridor toward the main foyer of Healy Hall. The elevator to Gaston Hall is located on the left.

2) Gaston Hall can be accessed via the entrance to Old North, across from the Rayden B. Davis Performing Arts Center. Immediately upon entering the building, take the elevators to the third floor. Elevators are located to the left and rear of the building.

3) Enter from Dahlgren Quad, which has ramps leading up to it from New South, Village C patio, etc. There are accessible doors to Healey directly behind the fountain.

**Dahlgren Quadrangle**
Accessible via the roadway by New South. Proceed up the hill from Leo J. O’Donovan Dining Hall. Turn left in front of the John Main Meditation Center.

**Old North**
Accessible via the glass doors across from Davis Performing Arts Center. Upon entering, elevators are located immediately in front of entrance.

**McNeir Auditorium**
Enter Old North across from the Davis Performing Arts Center. Take the elevator to level 1. Turn right down the hallway to walk past the Theology department. At the end of the hall on your right, take the elevator to level G. McNeir is immediately to your right when you exit the elevator.

**Village C Alumni Lounge**
Accessible via elevator inside the Department of Public Safety Office on the ground floor of Village C West. Enter to the left of Village C stairs, across from McCarthy Hall. Take the elevator to the second floor.
Harbin
Must enter Harbin patio via the ramp near ICC and the Jesuit Cemetery – entrances from Village C patio and Tondorf Road are not wheelchair accessible. Harbin itself has an accessible main entrance.

Alumni Square
You can enter and exit through the opening by the front gates – do not cut through, as there are only stairs on the side near N street.

Helpful Shortcuts through campus:

Through ICC (to avoid going up stairs behind ICC from Harbin to Leavey Center) – take elevators from 1st floor entrance near Harbin to 3rd floor ICC galleria – exit onto Red Square and proceed along the walkway and ramp past Reiss.

Through Village C (to avoid stairs that connect SWQ, Harbin, etc. to Healey, New North, etc.) – go under the Village C steps across from McCarthy. Elevators on the lefthand side under the stairs. Take the elevator to the 3rd floor.

To get most places, use the loop from Leo’s past New South, across the front lawn, past Reiss, and around Leavey. Otherwise, the above shortcuts are useful as well. Remember that it is not wheelchair accessible to cut through Alumni Square when heading over to Walsh, Wisey’s, or the Car Barn from the front gates.

Buildings Accessible through their Main Entrances:

- Residence Halls: New South, Village C (East and West), McCarthy, Reynolds, Kennedy, Darnall, Copley
- Classroom Buildings: Walsh, Rafik B. Hariri Building, St. Mary’s
- ICC (both first floor and Red Square entrances are accessible – not wheelchair accessible near ICC Auditorium) – Note that elevators are located to the left of the main entrance and at the rear of the building.
- Lauinger Library
- Davis Performing Arts Center (elevators to your right)
- Leo J. O’Donovan Dining Hall (elevators on right side of the building)
- Student Health Center
- Yates Field House

Note: Not all apartments are entirely wheelchair accessible, such as Henle, Alumni Square, or Village A apartments.